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Upon immersion of a lithium (Li) anode into a diluted 0.05 to
0.20 M dimethoxyethane solution of the phosphoric-acid deriv-
ative (CF3CH2O)2P(O)OH (HBFEP), an artificial solid-electrolyte
interphase (SEI) is generated on the Li-metal surface. Hence,
HBFEP reacts on the surface to the corresponding Li salt
(LiBFEP), which is a Li-ion conducting inorganic coordination
polymer. This film exhibits – due to the reversibly breaking ionic
bonds – self-healing ability upon cycling-induced volume
expansion of Li. The presence of LiBFEP as the major
component in the artificial SEI is proven by ATR-IR and XPS

measurements. SEM characterization of HBFEP-treated Li sam-
ples reveals porous layers on top of the Li surface with at least
3 μm thickness. Li� Li symmetrical cells with HBFEP-modified Li
electrodes show a three- to almost fourfold cycle-lifetime
increase at 0.1 mAcm� 2 in a demanding model electrolyte that
facilitates fast battery failure (1 M LiOTf in TEGDME). Hence, the
LiBFEP-enriched layer apparently acts as a Li-ion conducting
protection barrier between Li and the electrolyte, enhancing
the rechargeability of Li electrodes.

Introduction

Lithium (Li) metal has been identified as a promising anode
material for future battery-cell concepts due to its high
theoretical volumetric as well as gravimetric capacity. Inves-
tigations on rechargeable battery systems with Li as the anode
are manifold and are generally denoted as Li-metal batteries
(LMBs). Either combined with a transition-metal oxide (TMO) or
a conversion-type cathode (S, O2) and a liquid, semi-solid or
solid electrolyte, LMBs have a huge potential to overcome the

energy-storage limits of current Li-ion batteries (LIBs).[1] To date,
specific energies and energy densities of up to 500 Wh kg� 1

and 1200 Wh L� 1 have been achieved for LMBs with TMO
cathodes[2–7] on the pouchbag cell level (cf. 180 Wh kg� 1 and
450 Wh L� 1 for state-of-the-art LIBs).[8] Among LMBs with
conversion-type electrodes, gravimetric energies of
400 Wh kg� 1 for the Li� S battery of Oxis Energy have been
realized as well.[9] Despite these achievements, the cycle life of
LMBs is usually limited to up to several hundred cycles.[2–7,9]

Therefore, continuous efforts are necessary to develop and
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improve approaches for the realization of commercially
relevant, durable, cheap, and high performing LMBs.

Irrespective of the technology, the use of Li metal as an
anode poses a huge challenge for the realization of durable
LMBs. In contrast to LIBs, stable solid-electrolyte interphases
(SEI) are absent during operation. Continuous electrolyte
decomposition, low coulombic efficiencies and the formation
of dendrites prevent a long-term and stable cycling behavior of
LMBs.[10,11] Various approaches to stabilize the Li-metal anode
exist, which can be categorized into a) electrolyte modification,
b) ex-situ application of protective layers, c) mechanical
modification, d) separator modification, e) improved anode
structure design, and f) others.[12–15] Among these approaches,
the use of protective layers – also known as artificial SEI – is
quite promising with respect to practical large-scale
applications.[16–19]

In commercial LIBs, the SEI is formed in situ from electrolyte
constituents during the first charge-discharge formation-cycles.
With Li metal, a rather unstable SEI is formed upon the first
contact with the standard electrolyte and in subsequent
charge-discharge cycles.[20,21] In contrast, the artificial SEI
approach allows for the ex-situ deposition of protective layers
on Li prior to battery operation. Hence, with the artificial SEI
approach it is the possible to control and regulate the SEI
composition by a knowledge-driven choice of reagents and
deposition method.[18,19] Hitherto, numerous protective-layer
types were applied to Li-metal anodes via various deposition
methods.[11,16–19] The materials comprise inorganic materials,
polymers, inorganic-organic hybrids and molecular compounds,
while the deposition methods encompass atomic or molecular
layer deposition, solid-gas reaction or wet-chemical
coating.[11,17,19] So far, Li has been modified with gases,[22] neat
liquids,[23] and various solutions.[24] All pre-treatments men-
tioned led to improved Li-metal cycling in model test cells on
the laboratory scale.

Here bis-(1,1,1-trifluoroethyl)-phosphoric acid
[(CF3CH2O)2PO(OH)] (HBFEP) is used as a reagent to generate an

artificial SEI on Li metal (Scheme 1). The synthesis and
characterization of HBFEP as well as of the corresponding Li-
salt LiBFEP were reported by us.[25] Upon contact with
carbonate-based liquid organic electrolytes (e.g., 1 M Li[PF6] in
EC/DMC), LiBFEP forms gels. Interestingly, the ionic conductiv-
ities of these highly viscous gels are similar to pure liquid
electrolytes (6–10 mS cm� 1).[25] Furthermore, LiBFEP exhibits a
long-term compatibility with Graphite� NMC111 full cells[25] and
has been applied as a high-voltage electrolyte-additive in
Graphite� LNMO full cells.[26] Since HBFEP is a hydrofluorocar-
bon-substituted phosphoric-acid derivate, it is able to react
with the basic surface species on Li and even with Li directly.
This mode of action can be considered as a cleaning step,
accompanied by the deposition of LiBFEP as a reaction
product.

In its crystalline form, HBFEP forms a 1D coordination
polymer with the central H+ bridging neighboring [BFEP]�

anions. We suggested that gelled LiBFEP also forms a
coordination polymer (Scheme 1: inset on the right side) to
account for the peculiar gelling properties of LiBFEP in organic
carbonate solvents.[25] Due to the presence of ionic bonds, we
propose that the LiBFEP coordination polymer forms an SEI and
exhibits self-healing or self-adaptive properties. The term “self-
healing” is used here in the sense of Wang and Urban[27] as “the
capability to recover from physical damage”. Self-adaption is
understood by the present authors as the ability of accom-
modation of mechanical deformations.[28]

Thus, the Brønsted acid HBFEP shall first act as a chemical
cleaning agent. Second, the LiBFEP reaction product is a Li-ion
conducting coordination polymer.[25] Together they have the
potential to act as an artificial SEI with adaptive and self-
healing properties. To the best of our knowledge, no report of
a single inorganic agent combining these two aspects
appeared yet. Tang et al. used a naphthalene-containing
solution as a chemical polisher only.[29] Several researchers
reported on acidic treatments of Li with HIO3,

[30] H3PO4,
[31]

polyphosphoric acid,[31] and polyacrylic acid.[32] Self-healing or

Scheme 1. Simplified scheme demonstrating the mode of operation using HBFEP as deposition reagent. Upon reaction with the native oxide layer, LiBFEP is
formed. The latter acts as a Li-ion conducting protective artificial SEI layer prolonging the Li-metal anode’s lifetime.
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self-adapting properties of artificial SEI layers were reported as
well.[28,32–34]

Herein, we present the results of a proof-of-concept study
as part of our ongoing work towards practical rechargeable
LMBs: First the Li-metal surface is modified by HBFEP by a
simple immersion process. In the next step, the chemical
compositions and morphologies of the pristine and the
modified Li-metal surfaces are analyzed in detail by ATR-IR,
XPS, and SEM measurements. Afterwards, the impact of such a
surface treatment on the electrochemical performance in
symmetrical Li� Li model test cells is presented. Finally, a
possible mode of action of LiBFEP as an artificial SEI is
proposed.

Results and Discussion

Chemical pretreatment

Li-metal discs were modified with HBFEP by a simple
immersion process. The discs were put into a solution of HBFEP
in 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) and stirred for a certain time.
Afterwards, the solution was decanted, and the Li discs were
dried in the glovebox atmosphere. DME was selected as the
solvent of choice since it dissolves HBFEP and evaporates rather
quickly. Furthermore, DME is known to react with Li only
slowly,[35] and it might therefore be considered as an inert
solvent in the present context. Consequently, we assign any
changes in the physico- and electrochemical properties of the
modified Li-discs to the presence HBFEP and its reaction
products.

The chemical attachment of LiBFEP to the Li-metal surface
as a protective layer deserves additional considerations.
Commercially obtained Li-metal foils and discs exhibit native
oxide-surface films with LiOH, Li2O, Li2CO3, and hydrocarbons as
the typical constituents.[36] Such a basic surface film will react
with the Brønsted acid HBFEP in an acid-base reaction. In the
simplest case, HBFEP reacts stoichiometrically with the inor-
ganic compounds according to Equations (1)–(3). The full or
partial removal of the native oxide layer qualifies the com-
pound HBFEP as a chemical cleaning agent. Once the native
oxide layer has been consumed, excess HBFEP reacts with
elemental Li according to Equation (4).

The water resulting from Equations (1)–(3) will either be
released into the gas phase, removed with the DME solvent, or
react with the subjacent Li and Li2O according to Equations (5)–
(7). Similarly, the evolving hydrogen [Eqs. (4), (6) and (7)] will
escape as a gas or react to a minor extent with Li to form LiH.
Finally, CO2 from Equation (1) or as a contaminant from the
ambient atmosphere will react with either Li2O or LiOH [Eqs. (9)
and (10)]. As a consequence of all these processes, the
complete absence of inorganic layers or domains in the newly
formed SEI is unlikely. Several of the mentioned reactions
might even occur simultaneously. Although the direct reaction
of HBFEP with Li might be hindered by the presence of
blocking inorganic phases, LiBFEP can be formed at least via
Equations (1)–(3) and deposit on the outer Li surface. Thus, in

general and even without the exact knowledge of the course of
the reactions in Equations (1)–(10), the coverage of the Li
surface by LiBFEP can be reasonably well expected (Scheme 1).

Li2CO3 þ 2 HBFEP! 2 LiBFEPþ H2Oþ CO2 (1)

LiOHþ HBFEP! LiBFEPþ H2O (2)

Li2Oþ 2 HBFEP! 2 LiBFEPþ H2O (3)

Liþ HBFEP! LiBFEPþ
1
2
H

2
(4)

Li2Oþ H2O! 2 LiOH (5)

Liþ LiOH! Li2Oþ
1
2
H

2
(6)

Liþ H2O! LiOHþ
1
2H2

(7)

Liþ
1
2H2
! LiH (8)

Li2Oþ CO2 ! Li2CO3 (9)

LiOHþ CO2 ! LiHCO3 (10)

ATR-IR

ATR-IR spectroscopy is a very fast and straightforward charac-
terization technique. Its penetration depth is in the μm range
and the technique is considered here as a bulk analysis of the
modified Li surface. Therefore, it was used to monitor changes
of the Li-metal surface after its modification and in order to get
clues about the possible course of the reactions in Equa-
tions (1)–(4). Hence, Li discs were stirred for four minutes in
DME-solutions of HBFEP with concentrations of 0.05, 0.10, 0.15,
and 0.20 mol L� 1. The ATR-IR spectra of the modified Li discs
were recorded afterwards and compared in Figure 1(b) to
reference spectra, i. e., pristine Li (pLi), Li treated with DME only
(DME� Li), and powdered LiBFEP (LiBFEP).[25] The corresponding
modified samples are designated as 0.05-HBFEP, 0.10-HBFEP,
0.15-HBFEP, and 0.20-HBFEP. Overall, an increase of the modes
characteristic for LiBFEP is visible between 1500–850 cm� 1 with
increasing HBFEP concentration (Figure 1a). The spectra for the
Li discs treated with 0.15 and 0.20 M HBFEP solutions even
resemble those of powdered LiBFEP, i. e., bulk LiBFEP has been
formed on the Li surface.

In order to resolve the peculiar features of the differently
treated samples, selected spectra are shown in Figure 1(b)
along with the most significant band assignments. The
numerical values of all signals and their assignments are
compiled in Table S-1 in the Supporting Information.

The pristine Li surface in Figure 1(b) exhibits intense bands
between 2854 and 2954 cm� 1, characteristic for aliphatic C� H
stretching vibrations.[37] These features most probably stem
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from long-chain hydrocarbons, e.g., mineral oil, either used as
storage medium for Li or as a constituent of lubricants in the
manufacturing process of the Li foils. The corresponding signals
of the CH2 bending vibrations are visible as shoulders at 1467,
1378, and at 710 cm� 1.[37] The broad peak at 1520/1524 cm� 1

and the single sharp one at 880/884 cm� 1 are characteristic for
the C� O stretching vibrations of Li2CO3.

[38]

The broad signal at 710 cm� 1 might contain contributions
from additional inorganic species like Li2O, LiOH, and Li3N.

[35,39]

The sharp peak at 3675 cm� 1 corresponds to the O� H
stretching vibration of LiOH.[38] All these compounds (LiOH,
Li2O, Li2CO3, and hydrocarbons) are typical constituents of the
native oxide film of pristine Li.[36,38]

The treatment of Li with DME results in an almost
disappearance of the aliphatic C� H vibrations and of the sharp
LiOH band (Figure 1b). Additional signatures related to the
possible decomposition of DME on Li were not observed.[35]

Volatile DME presumably evaporates without significant de-
composition. Application of a 0.05 M HBFEP-solution to Li leads
almost to the disappearance of all bands characteristic for the
native oxide layer (Figure 1b). At the same time, bands
characteristic for the [BFEP]� anion (1500–850 cm� 1) appear.
The enlarged spectrum in Figure 1(a) and the comparison with
the numerical values in Table S-1 show that the treatment with
0.05 M HBFEP produces the main signatures of LiBFEP,
however, with lower intensities and slight shifts compared to
powdered LiBFEP. With increasing HBFEP concentration, also
the signal intensities assigned to LiBFEP grow. Yet, the
disappearance of the native oxide layer and formation of bands
assigned to LiBFEP on the Li-metal surface even after treatment
at low HBFEP concentrations suggest the formation of LiBFEP
via Equations (1)–(3). From these explorative ATR-IR measure-
ments, an upper and lower HBFEP-concentration limit for the
Li-disc treatment was suggested: LiBFEP formation can already
be observed when the four minutes treatment is conducted
with 0.05 M solutions, while the saturation of the Li-metal
surface with LiBFEP seems to start at a concentration of 0.15 M

HBFEP in DME. Consequently, these two concentrations were
selected for the further characterization.

XPS

While ATR-IR was used as a qualitative monitoring tool for the
bulk composition of the layer, XPS was chosen to probe the
outer surface. The C 1s, O 1s, P 2p, and F 1s XPS spectra of
powdered LiBFEP, pLi, DME� Li as well as of Li treated with
0.05 M and 0.15 M HBFEP in DME are shown in Figure 2. In
Figure S-1, survey and Li 1s spectra for all samples are provided
as well. The C 1s spectra (Figure 2a) comprise one component
located at 285.0 eV, which is characteristic for C� C/C� H bonds.
The spectrum of pLi displays components centered at 286.5,
289.0, and 290.2 eV, attributed to C� O, O� C=O, and Li2CO3,
respectively, as always detected on the surface of fresh Li-metal
electrodes.[40,41] After HBFEP treatment, two new peaks appear.
The peak at 293.5 eV corresponds to a CF3 environment,[42]

while the peak at 288.6 eV is attributed to the mixture of
O� C=O/P� O� C components. The latter feature constitutes the
major contribution to the signal and is characteristic for the
[BFEP]� anion. From now on, we attribute XPS signals character-
istic for the [BFEP]� anion to LiBFEP directly. O 1s spectra show
all oxygenated species present at the surface. On pLi and
DME� Li samples, the two main peaks at 531.2 and 531.9 eV
correspond to LiOH and a mixture of C=O/Li2CO3. Together
with the weak peak at 533.9 eV (C� O environment), these
peaks are signatures of the native oxide layer.[36,41] The HBFEP
treatment led to the appearance of three additional compo-
nents, i. e., O2� anions from Li2O (528.5 eV), a mixture of C� O/
P=O containing components (532.6 eV), and a C� O environ-
ment of the CF3� CH2� O groups of LiBFEP (534.3 eV).
Phosphorus and fluorine were detected only on the surface of
LiBFEP powder and for HBFEP-treated samples. The P 2p
spectra were fitted with 2p3/2-2p1/2 doublets separated by
0.9 eV with a 2/1-intensity ratio due to spin-orbit coupling. The
doublet with the P 2p3/2 component at 135.2 eV is the signal of

Figure 1. ATR-IR spectra of HBFEP modified Li discs that were stirred for four minutes in DME-solutions of HBFEP with concentrations of 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and
0.20 mol L� 1 a) as a function of concentration and b) in comparison to reference spectra of pLi, DME� Li, and powdered LiBFEP.
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the C� O� P=O environment from LiBFEP. The F 1s spectra
display two components, one located at 685.1 eV indicating the
presence of LiF[41] and one located around 689.0 eV indicating
the presence of C� F bonds due to the CF3 groups of LiBFEP.
The LiF content on the surface of 0.05-HBFEP is higher than
that on the 0.15-HBFEP sample (Figure 2d). In the latter sample,
the signal for LiF – although low in intensity – still contributes
to the overall fit of the F 1s spectrum. Hence, the presence of
LiF most probably stems from a partial decomposition of
LiBFEP on the Li-metal surface via a reductive-elimination
mechanism as shown in Scheme 2.

C� F-bond cleavage under reductive conditions is well
known for the [N(SO2CF3)2]

� anion[43] and can be well adopted
here. The product (LiBFEP)* (see Scheme 2) might undergo
additional decomposition pathways, e.g., reductive polymer-
ization. The absence of additional distinct XPS- (or ATR-IR-)
signals of decomposition products can be explained by their
chemical similarity to the [BFEP]� skeleton. The proposed
decomposition sequence suggests that a direct contact
between the BFEP skeleton and Li has taken place before. From
those considerations, the occurrence of direct reaction between
HBFEP and Li [Equation (4)] is probable.

It is noteworthy, that the components of the initial native
oxide layer are still observed. This fact might indicate the

formation of inorganic phases in the course of the acidic
treatment, [see Equations (5)–(7)]. Alternatively, it might simply
be due to an incomplete conversion according to Equa-
tions (1)–(3).

To further analyze concentration effects of 0.05 vs. 0.15 M
HBFEP solutions on the deposition process, we calculated the
Li-surface species-distribution for all investigated samples.
Representative orienting results are shown in Figure 3. Hence,
the XPS analyses of the pLi and DME� Li samples reveal that the
surface composition is dominated by Li2CO3 and LiOH (around
60%). Within the HBFEP-treated samples, the amount of LiBFEP
increases from 38% (0.05-HBFEP) to 65% (0.15-HBFEP). At the
same time, the total amount of Li2CO3 and LiOH decreased
from 61% (pLi) to 30% (0.05-HBFEP) and even 7% (0.15-HBFEP).
Furthermore, additional signals assigned to Li2O are visible. The
currently accepted model for the native oxide layer on Li is
based on an inner Li2O layer with reported thicknesses of 1-
60 nm and an outer LiOH/Li2CO3 layer with thicknesses of 2-
40 nm.[36,38] When considering the XPS penetration depth of 5–
10 nm, the occurrence of Li2O points to the predominant
removal of the outer Li2CO3/LiOH layer. This observation agrees
with the ATR-IR measurements (Figure 1).

Taking these observations together, we conclude that a
LiBFEP-enriched layer forms on the outer surface of the 0.15-

Figure 2. C 1s, O 1s, P 2p and F 1s XPS spectra of LiBFEP powder, of Li electrodes before (pLi) and after treatment (DME� Li, 0.05-HBFEP and 0.15-HBFEP).

Scheme 2. Proposed decomposition pathway of LiBFEP upon reaction with elemental Li. X1-Xm indicate further decomposition products.
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HBFEP sample. The higher amount of LiBFEP and the lower
Li2CO3/LiOH content in this sample result from the reaction
with the more concentrated acid solution during Li treatment.
The visibility of Li2O also points to a major removal of the top
Li2CO3/LiOH native oxide layer. Accordingly, it is probable that
the lower LiF content in the 0.15-HBFEP sample (Figure 2d) may
result from the LiBFEP predominance within the outer 5–10 nm
of the surface.

SEM

In addition to the chemical characterization, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) of pLi and HBFEP-treated Li surfaces were
conducted (Figure 4). The surface of pLi exhibits ridge-lines and
a rather rough morphology with submicrometer-sized inhomo-
geneously distributed particles (Figure 4a–c). The morphology
of the DME-treated Li surface (Figure S-2) is similar. The ridge-
lined surface morphology is still retained in the 0.05-HBFEP
sample (Figure 4d). A closer look reveals several lines crossing
the whole surface of the sample. Upon magnification, a porous
structure within and beside the lines becomes visible. The
porous structure is composed by holes with sharp and
rectangular edges (Figure 4e, f). The surface of the 0.15-HBFEP
sample exhibits two different domains (Figure 4g–l) throughout
the whole Li surface. One domain consists of crater-like holes
and is predominant. Even there, a substructure of irregularly
sized particles is visible (Figure 4i). The minor domain is rather
flat. It features a similar porous morphology as the 0.05-HBFEP
sample (Figure 4j–l). These crater-like holes in the 0.15-HBFEP
sample are most probably related to gas formation [Equa-
tions (1)–(4), (6), (7)]. On the other hand, the occurrence of
holes with rectangular and sharp edges in both samples is
peculiar. This morphology might be a result of etching or
dissolution of a surface species with preferred crystallographic

orientation, e.g., Li2CO3 or an expulsion of LiBFEP crystallites in
the SEM vacuum chamber as a consequence of underlying
solvent inclusion.

To characterize the composition of the modified Li electro-
des, EDX elemental mapping analyses (Figure 5) were per-
formed. The results for the 0.05-HBFEP sample are shown
exemplarily, while the results for the 0.15-HBFEP sample are
provided in the Supporting Information (Figure S-3). A homo-
geneous distribution of the elements O, P, and F can be well
observed on the sample surface (Figure 5b–d), which suggests
a homogeneous coverage of the Li-metal surface by LiBFEP.
The thickness of the layer on the 0.05-HBFEP sample has been
graphically estimated to amount to 3.1�0.2 μm from the F and
P EDX mappings (Figure 5g, h; cf. Supporting Information for
further details).

Li� Li-symmetrical cells

After having investigated the morphological features of the
deposited layer and its chemical constitution, its impact on the
cyclability of Li was examined. Figure 6(a) exemplarily shows
the effects of differently treated Li-electrodes in Li� Li sym-
metrical model coin-cell tests in a voltage-time (U-t) diagram.
These cell experiments simulate the plating and stripping
behavior of Li during battery operation. As a model electrolyte,
a 1 M LiOTf solution in TEGDME was selected (OTf=OSO2CF3).
Furthermore, a current density of 0.1 mAcm� 2 and an areal
capacity of 0.1 mAhcm� 2 were chosen as test parameters.[44]

Similar electrolytes are known to lead to fast battery failure in
Li� Li-symmetrical cells.[45] Hence, life-prolonging effects of the
artificial SEI can be seen comparably fast with this electrolyte.
Here, the true effects are revealed by the rather low current
density and areal capacity values. By contrast, higher current
densities and areal capacities (>1 mAcm� 2 and >1 mAhcm� 2)
are often used in order to evaluate the rechargeability of the Li
anode with carbonate-based electrolytes.[46] However, the 1 M
LiOTf/TEGDME model electrolyte has rather limited transport
properties and therefore has an impact on the overpotential.
Hence, the low ionic conductivity of the TEGDME based
electrolyte (�0.8 mS cm� 1)[47] compared to LP57 (9.0�
0.1 mS cm� 1)[48] induces a higher ohmic resistance in the cell
and contributes to the overall overpotential. The ohmic
resistance increases with higher current density and over-
weighs the life-prolonging effect of the stabilizing LiBFEP layer.
Therefore, the use of higher current densities will overshadow
conclusions on the stability of the LiBFEP layer here, unless the
single contributions to the overpotential can be definitely
separated and quantified. Considering that background knowl-
edge and the model character of the current study, Li� Li-
symmetrical cell tests with higher current were not included in
the following discussion.

The battery failure in our setup is generally seen by a
sudden drop of the voltage U to almost 0 V or its continuous
increase as shown in Figure 6. The latter behavior was observed
by previous authors,[45,49] and the effect can be explained as
follows: During long-term cycling of symmetrical Li/Li+ cells, a

Figure 3. Representative relative amounts of Li2O, Li2CO3/LiOH, LiF and
LiBFEP species on the Li surfaces from XPS measurements of the different
samples.
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high amount of accumulated dead Li is formed on the
electrode surface. As a result of this process, the Li+-ion
migration through the formed tortuous interphase is increas-

ingly deteriorated, and the overall ionic mass transport from
the electrolyte into the bulk Li is impeded.[49] This effect is also
claimed to be responsible for the failure of LMBs.[50] At the

Figure 4. SEM images of the surfaces of a–c) pristine Li, d–f) 0.05-HBFEP, and g–l) 0.15-HBFEP samples at different magnifications.

Figure 5. EDX mapping analysis of the surface (a–d) and of cross section (e–h) of a 0.05-HBFEP sample: a and e) show the micrograph of the selected areas,
while b–d) and f–h) display the corresponding elemental distributions of O, P, F.
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same time, the increasing depletion of the electrolyte by
decomposition results in a continuous deterioration of its ion-
transport properties, i. e., the ionic conductivity gradually
decreases. Both effects are assumed to be in charge of the
continuous increase of U.[49] For this manuscript, the cell
lifetime, which is discussed below, refers to the cycle number
at which the potential reached a value of �3 V. For compar-
ison, pristine Li discs (pLi) and Li discs treated with solutions of
HBFEP in DME were also investigated. First, we studied the
impact of the immersion time on the cell-cycle life. For this
purpose, we immersed Li discs for 2, 4, and 10 min in a 0.05 M
HBFEP solution (Figure S-5). An increase of the cell lifetime
upon increasing the immersion time from 2 to 4 min was
observed, but an extended immersion time of 10 min did not
result in statistically significant effects. For the subsequent
experiments, the immersion time was fixed to 4 min.

Further, a comparison of Li discs either treated with 0.05 or
0.15 M HBFEP solution in DME (0.05-HBFEP and 0.15-HBFEP,
respectively) with pristine Li was conducted. According to
Figure 6a, pristine Li cells already fail after 78 cycles, while the
treated Li samples 0.05-HBFEP and 0.15-HBFEP show a 3.2- and
3.6-fold prolongation of the cell lifetime to 251 and 284 cycles,
respectively. To exclude that the life-prolonging effect is caused
by the presence of DME only, symmetrical cells with Li treated
by DME for 4 min were prepared and tested. The corresponding
DME� Li symmetrical cells showed a similar behavior as the pLi
cells (Figure S-6). Thus, the stabilizing effect on Li metal cycling
is either attributed to the presence of the [BFEP]� anion only, or
at least to the [BFEP]� anion in combination with DME
molecules. Comparing the 0.05-HBFEP and 0.15-HBFEP samples,
an additional improvement in the cell lifetime was observed for
Li discs treated with higher concentration.

Evolution of the overpotential

The beneficial effect of the HBFEP treatment is evident from
the detailed view of the voltage-time (U-t) diagrams at selected
test-time periods (Figure 6b, c). Pristine Li exhibits a sharp and
rather irregular evolution of the overpotential, which is related
to the non-uniform Li plating/stripping during cycling of the Li

metal electrode.[45] In contrast, the U(t) evolution of the HBFEP-
modified Li electrodes is rather flat, thus suggesting a smooth
Li-plating/stripping capability. Even at cycle numbers 50–55
(Figure 6c), in the range where the overpotential of pristine Li-
cells rose significantly, the values for the HBFEP-modified Li
cells remained rather flat and uniform at �30 mV for 0.05-
HBFEP and �15 mV for 0.15-HBFEP. These findings support the
formation of a favorable, protective, and at the same time Li-
ion conducting artificial SEI. The U(t) profiles of the 0.05-HBFEP
and 0.15-HBFEP samples are quite similar. The only difference is
that the overpotentials of the latter samples are slightly lower.
This finding can be attributed to the thickness and morphology
of the resulting layer on top of the Li surface.

Comparison to literature results – restraining the search to
wet-chemical Li-anode treatments – was quite difficult, since
most symmetrical cell tests were reported with carbonate-
based electrolytes.[11] Further difficulties arose due to incom-
plete experimental descriptions with regard to the electrolyte
amount, the areal capacity, the Li-anode thickness, the kind of
separator, etc. Thus, only orienting comparisons can be made
here. Using 1 M LiOTf in TEGDME as the electrolyte at
0.1 mAcm� 2 current density, Liu et al. reported a 2.2-fold
lifetime extension after deposition of a thermoplastic polyur-
ethane/SiO2 composite on Li.[51] A 4.2-fold increase in lifetime
was observed by Yu et al. with PTFE treated Li, when tested
under the same conditions.[52]

Operation principle of LiBFEP

In the following section, we propose a mechanism, which
explains the life-prolonging effect of HBFEP-modified Li� Li cells.
Additional single-crystal X-ray diffraction data on LiBFEP
crystals grown from DME as well as mass-spectrometric experi-
ments on LiBFEP solutions were included. As shown before,
LiBFEP was identified as the main constituent of the deposited
layer on top of the Li surface in the bulk phase (ATR-IR) as well
as on the outer surface (XPS). Hence, we were wondering, if
LiBFEP might adopt a polymeric structure on the Li surface,
which retains its integrity during the operation within the cell.
We addressed this question by crystallizing LiBFEP from DME

Figure 6. Voltage-time diagrams of Li� Li-symmetrical cells at 0.1 mAcm� 2 (0.1 mAhcm� 2) with pristine Li (pLi) and Li treated with a 0.05 M (0.05-HBFEP) or a
0.15 M (0.15-HBFEP) HBFEP� DME solution; a) Overall course of the cell tests until the voltage cutoff of 3 V was reached. The inserted numbers above the
curves correspond to the cycle lifetime of the representative data set; b, c) selected regions of a) illustrating the detailed evolution of the overpotentials in the
investigated cells.
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by layering with n-pentane. The salt crystallizes as a DME
adduct with the formula unit (LiBFEP)2 ·DME (Figure 7). In the
cell, the compound forms 1D chains along the crystallographic
a-axis (Figure S-7). The chains are formed by two strings of
[BFEP]� anions, which are connected by rhombic Li2O2 units.
The single Li2O2 rhombs are separated by eight-membered
Li2O4P2 rings. The fourth coordination site of the Li atoms is
saturated by an oxygen atom of DME. The DME molecules
themselves occupy a bridging position between pairs of Li2O2

rhombs. Since the compound crystallizes from DME – and DME
is used in the deposition process of HBFEP – it is reasonable
that the described polymeric structure might be formed on the
Li-metal surface as well. As solvent-free LiBFEP can be easily
obtained from diethylether solutions after synthesis,[25] we
conclude that the bridging DME molecules in the crystal
structure can be easily displaced. The LiBFEP chains might be
favorably attached to the Li surface by basic oxygen atoms
present on the surface of bulk Li.

Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry of LiBFEP in DME
in the negative-ion mode showed differently sized anionic
clusters with compositions [Li(n-1)[BFEP]n]

� (n=1–7, Figure 8 and
Supporting Information). Collision-induced dissociation of these
clusters results in the preferred losses of both monomeric
[Li(BFEP)] and dimeric [Li2(BFEP)2] (see Supporting Information).
With increasing size of the [Li(n-1)[BFEP]n]

� clusters, however, the
loss of [Li2(BFEP)2] dominates. The fragmentation of
[Li6[BFEP]7]

� , for example, results almost exclusively in the
product ions [Li4[BFEP]5]

� and [Li2[BFEP]3]
� (Figure 8).

Hence, the X-ray crystallographic and the mass-spectromet-
ric observations together indicate that the polymeric structure
of LiBFEP might be conserved on the Li-metal surface as well.
Based on the crystallographically obtained chain structure, a 2D
scheme for the Li-ion transport through the layer is proposed
in Scheme 3(a). The reduction of a Li+ ion to elemental Li at
the Li-SEI interface leads to a vacancy in a Li2O2 rhomb. This
vacancy could be filled by the adjacent Li+ of the rhomb, thus
generating a new vacancy. The latter is filled by an incoming
solvated Li+ cation, by stripping off some of its solvent
molecules. The transport into the vacancy is supported by the
favorable coordination of Li+ with the O-atoms of the [BFEP]�

anions.
Apart from the Li-ion conductance of the layer, its

protective ability and in particular the accommodation of
mechanical stress during charging is of high importance. A
typical scenario is the breakage of the initial SEI during Li-
plating induced by volumetric expansion of the Li electrode.
The freshly generated Li surface reacts with the electrolyte,
thus resulting in irreversible capacity losses and electrolyte
depletion. The recurrence of these steps leads to a fast battery
failure.[11] Typical polymers might break or form cracks during
expansion of the underlying surface. In the course of this
process, short-lived very reactive organic radicals are formed
that lead to, usually irreparable, damages. In contrast to
classical polymers held by covalent bonds, however, LiBFEP is
solely based on electrostatic interactions between the Li+

cations and the [BFEP]� anions. Upon expansion of the under-
lying surface, only the cation-anion distance should increase.
Since the underlying ions are stable entities, the cation-anion
distances of the coordination polymer return to their initial
state upon shrinking (Scheme 3b). If we consider the widening
of the ion distances in the LiBFEP chain as a damage, the return
to the original state is regarded as a repair mechanism. From
that point of view, we attribute a coordination-polymer self-
healing ability. At the same time, such a behavior could also be
understood as self-adaptive. The hereby suggested Li-ion
transport and the self-healing ability of LiBFEP are regarded as

Figure 7. Molecular structure of the coordination polymer (LiBFEP)2 ·DME.
Atom type colors: red=O, orange=P, purple=Li. For clarity, the bridging
DME molecules are depicted as red wireframe and the two trifluoroethoxy
groups bound to each phosphorous atom are provided as green wireframe.
The disorder of some of the trifluoroethoxy groups is neglected.

Figure 8. ESI-MS data of a LiBFEP/DME solution: collision-induced dissocia-
tion (CID) of mass-selected [Li6[BFEP]7]

� obtained at a normalized collision
energy of 20. Neutral losses of [Li2[BFEP]2] dominate the fragmentation.
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the main contributors to the observed life-prolonging effect of
cells with HBFEP-treated Li. However, we would like to stress
that these explanations should be regarded as helpful models
only.

One concern about LiBFEP as an artificial SEI layer might be
its dissolution in DME during the wet-chemical treatment of Li,
as well as in the electrolyte during cycling. Since we have seen
the presence of LiBFEP in the ATR-IR and XPS spectra of the
treated Li metal samples, a complete dissolution of the layer
during the deposition process can be excluded. Instead, due to
the presence of additional inorganic phases such as LiF, Li2O,
etc., we might even suggest, that the LiBFEP layer is integrated
in an inorganic-organic hybrid SEI. Additional experiments
showed that the solubility of LiBFEP is <0.05 M in DME and in
the TEGDME electrolyte. When considering the used HBFEP
amounts, our immersion process and the electrolyte volume of
100 μL in the cell, partial dissolution of LiBFEP is in fact
possible. However, the dissolution might be inhibited by the
preferable polymeric chain arrangement as shown by the
single-crystal structural data (Figure 7, Scheme 3) and support-
ing mass spectrometric studies (see text above). Nevertheless,
this issue will be addressed in detail in future work.

Conclusion

In summary, we have successfully applied the fluoro-organic
Brønsted acid HBFEP to modify the surface of Li metal to
enhance its cyclability in rechargeable batteries. LiBFEP was
deposited on the surface by immersing Li-metal discs for four
minutes in a diluted (0.05 or 0.15 M) solution of HBFEP in DME.
HBFEP first acts as a chemical polisher by reacting with the
basic native oxide layer of the Li surface in an acid-base
reaction. In the second place, the resulting reaction product
LiBFEP (either alone or in combination with DME) acts as a Li-
ion conductive artificial SEI, which stabilizes the Li-metal
electrode. ATR-IR and XPS measurements confirmed the
predominant presence of intact LiBFEP on the Li-metal surface.
The content of LiBFEP increases with the concentration of the
applied HBFEP solution, while the content of basic surface

species (Li2CO3 and LiOH) decreases at the same time. LiBFEP is
deposited on Li in the form of porous layers as proven by
electron microscopical studies. The 0.15-HBFEP sample even
displayed two different domains throughout the surface. While
the layer thickness of the 0.05-HBFEP sample has been
determined to 3 μm, we expect a thicker layer for the 0.15-
HBFEP sample. The lifetime of LiBFEP-modified Li-electrodes is
three (0.05-HBFEP) to almost four (0.15-HBFEP) times higher
compared to the pristine Li, as shown in Li� Li symmetrical
model test cells (0.1 mAcm� 2, 1 M LiOTf in TEGDME). The
compound LiBFEP is considered to be a significant and cycle-
life extending constituent of the artificial SEI. The principle of
operation of LiBFEP is explained by a Li-ion conduction-
mechanism and the adaptive, self-healing ability of the
coordination polymer.

Further work on the use of carbonate-based electrolytes,
the application of higher current densities, and practical test
parameter in Li-metal full-cells with TMOs as cathodes[1c,3] is
currently underway. Preliminary results with the LP57 electro-
lyte showed a considerable lifetime extension for HBFEP-
treated Li anodes in Li� Li symmetrical cells and better capacity
retention in Li� NCM111 full cells. We suppose that the use of
acidic compounds forming a coordination polymer with self-
healing abilities as deposition reagents on Li features a
promising concept for the design of artificial SEI layers for
practical rechargeable Li-metal batteries.

Experimental Section
General: All manipulations were performed in an argon-filled
(99.999%) glovebox (GS MEGA Line 3) with <5 ppm O2 and
<1 ppm H2O gas residual content. Accessories for the coin-cell
assembly (casings, spacers, spring from Gelon LIB Group) were
washed with deionized water and iso-propanol, dried afterwards at
80 °C for several days and stored inside the glovebox. Whatman
GF/A separators (Merck, pore size 1.6 μm, 260 μm thickness) were
dried and stored in a similar manner. Li discs (LTS Research
Laboratories, Inc., 99.95%, Ø=15.6 mm, 450 μm thickness) were
used as received without further chemical or mechanical pretreat-
ment.

Scheme 3. a) Proposed Li-ion conduction mechanism through the LiBFEP layer; b) illustration of the self-healing effect. ΔV stands for the volume change
during Li plating.
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Chemicals: The key compound bis-(1,1,1-trifluoroethyl)phosphoric
acid was synthesized and tested for purity according to Schleep
et al.[25] 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5% anhy-
drous) was stored over molecular sieves (3 Å) and filtered via a
syringe filter (Chromafil RC-45/15 MS, Macherey-Nagel) prior to use.
Tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME, Sigma Aldrich,
�99%) was distilled from CaH2 and stored over molecular sieves.
The molecular sieves were activated by heat treatment at 200 °C in
vacuo (10� 1 mbar) for 48 h. Afterwards, they were stored in the
glovebox and used as drying agent for DME and TEGDME. Lithium
trifluoromethanesulfonate (LiOTf, Sigma Aldrich, 99.995%) was
dried in high vacuo (10� 3 mbar) at 120 °C for 3 hours. A stock
solution of 1 M LiOTf and filtered TEGDME was prepared inside the
glovebox. The water contents of DME, TEGDME and the electrolyte
(1 M LiOTf in TEGDME) were tested via a Karl-Fischer device (TL
7500KF M3, SI Analytics) with a Hydranal Coulomat AG titer. The
values were below 10 ppm.

HBFEP treatment of Li discs: The surface treatment of Li discs with
HBFEP was performed inside screw-capped bottles filled with a
0.05 M or 0.15 M HBFEP solution in DME. Li discs were put inside
this solution and stirred for 4 min. After that the discs were put out
of the solution, dried for 15 min at each side and used for further
characterization.

Electrochemical measurements: Electrochemical measurements were
performed at 25 °C (inside a Binder KB 53 oven) in Li� Li sym-
metrical CR2032 coin cells with the following configuration:
negative case, spacer (0.5 mm), Li disc, separator (Whatman GF/A)
impregnated with 100 μL electrolyte (1 M LiOTf in TEGDME), Li disc,
spacer (0.5 mm), spring and positive case. The additional spacer
was used to fill the room inside the coin cell as much as possible.
The Li discs were arranged in a way that their flat sides faced the
separator. The parts were crimped with the MSK-110 hydraulic
crimper (MTI cooperation) at a pressure about 1000�50 psi (70�
3 bar) for 4–6 seconds. The coin cells were connected to a LAND
CT2001A multi-channel battery tester. After 1 h initial rest time the
cells were charged and discharged with 0.1 mAcm� 2 within 1 h
(i. e., 0.1 mAhcm� 2 areal capacity) with 3 min rest time in between.
The measurements were stopped when a predefined voltage cut-
off (here �3 V) was achieved. Each test was repeated 2–4 times
and only one representative measurement is shown in Figure 6.

Suface Characterization techniques: Scanning electron microscopical
(SEM) measurements were performed with the FEI Scios 2 HiVac
device at room temperature. The samples were cut and mounted
on the sample holder inside the glovebox. During the transfer of
the sample into the SEM chamber a short contact with the ambient
atmosphere could not be avoided. An acceleration voltage of 20 kV
and an Everhart-Thornley detector (ETD) in the secondary electron
(SE) mode were used. An EDAX Octane Elite system was used for
the EDX measurements (20 kV acceleration voltage). ATR-IR spectra
were recorded inside the glovebox with a Bruker alpha Fourier
transform IR spectrometer using a diamond ATR unit. The samples
were slightly pressed with the stamp to ensure sufficient contact to
the ATR unit. Neither ATR, nor baseline corrections were
performed. Peak picking was performed with Origin. XPS spectra
were acquired using a Thermo Scientific K-alpha spectrometer. The
samples were analyzed using a microfocused, monochromated Al
Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV, 400 μm spot size). XPS spectra were
recorded with a concentric hemispherical analyzer at a pass energy
of 50 eV and fit with one or more Voigt profiles (binding energy
uncertainty: �0.2 eV). Scofield sensitivity factors[53] were applied for
quantification using the Avantage software package. All spectra
were referenced to the C 1s peak (C� C/C� H) at 285.0 eV binding
energy controlled by means of the photoelectron peaks of metallic
Cu, Ag, and Au, respectively. The fluorine (F1s) spectra were done

at the beginning and after each resolution analysis, to check for
absence of any sample degradation under irradiation.

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction: Single-crystal X-ray data were
collected on a Bruker D8 VENTURE dual wavelength Mo/Cu three-
circle diffractometer both with a microfocus sealed X-ray tube
using Incoatec mirror optics as a monochromator. The diffractom-
eter is equipped with an Oxford Cryostream 800 low-temperature
device, and MoKα radiation (λ=0.71073 Å) was used for the
measurement. Single crystals of (LiBFEP)2 ·DME were obtained at
room temperature from a saturated solution of LiBFEP in dimeth-
oxyethane by layering with n-pentane. The crystals were mounted
at room temperature in mineral oil and were shock-cooled to
100.0 K on the diffractometer. Data were integrated with SAINT,[54]

and a multi-scan absorption-correction using SADABS-2016/2 was
applied.[55] The structures were solved by direct methods using
SHELXT 2018/2[56] and refined by full-matrix least-squares methods
against F2 by SHELXL-2018/3[57] employing shelXle (Revision
1334).[58] All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic
displacement parameters. The hydrogen atoms were refined
isotropically on calculated positions using a riding model with their
Uiso values constrained to 1.5 times the Ueq of their pivot atoms for
terminal sp3 carbon atoms and 1.2 times for all other carbon atoms.
Disordered moieties were refined using bond-length restraints and
displacement-parameter restraints. Some parts of the disorder
model were introduced by the program DSR.[59] Crystallographic
data for the structure reported in this paper have been deposited
with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre. CCDC 2110842
contains the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper.
These data are provided free of charge by the joint Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre and Fachinformationszentrum Karls-
ruhe Access Structures service.

Mass spectrometry: The mass-spectrometric experiments were
performed with a Thermo-Fischer LTQ XL linear ion-trap mass-
spectrometer equipped with an electrospray-ionization (ESI) source.
Mass spectra of LiBFEP were obtained by electrospray ionization
from a millimolar solution in dimethoxyethane. The Capillary
Temperature was set to 150 °C to avoid fragmentation of the ions
on their way to the analyzer. Nitrogen was used as a Sheath,
Sweep, and Auxiliary Gas at flow rates to 0, 10, and 2, respectively
(given in arbitrary units). The Source Voltage was set to 3.5 kV, the
Tube Lens Voltage was adjusted to 80 V, and the Capillary Voltage
was set to 25 V. The identity of the ions was confirmed by
comparison of the relative signal intensities with simulated isotope
patterns, complemented by collision-induced dissociation (CID). In
the CID experiments, helium served as collision gas. The supplied
collision energy was adjusted by varying the Normalized Collision
Energy (NCE) between 0 and 40. Note that this value is given in
arbitrary units, and a conversion to an Elab scale is difficult.
Therefore, we refrain from a more detailed discussion of absolute
collision energies.
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Self-healing SEI layer: The deposi-
tion of a fluoro-organic phosphoric
acid on Li metal results in the
formation of an artificial SEI layer on
its surface. This layer enables a sub-
stantial cycle lifetime enhancement
in Li� Li symmetrical cells. The main
constituent of the formed layer is a
Li-ion conducting coordination
polymer with adaptive self-healing
ability.
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